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Kessler Ryzka

Kessler Ryzka is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Kessler Ryzka

Species & Gender: Male Human
Date of Birth: 4日 9月 YE 17
Organization: Independant(lowkey R7-Reaper)
Occupation: Black market dealer

Rank: NDC Military Ranks (Fleet and Armed Forces)
Current Placement: W.R.A.I.T.H.S.

Physical Description

6'2 with dark brown hair, beard and goatee combo. The beard has streaks of ginger hair color, and a wide
streak of silver hair is apparent when he lets his hair grow out. His hair is usually short but, sometimes
let's it grow out. He has stormy blue eyes. A lean but well muscled frame, and western facial features. On
his left hand on the back is a tattoo of a black skull with a crimson 6, which he usually keeps this hand
wrapped.
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Personality

Kessler is quite, secretive, cautious, and morbidly pessimistic. He never trust anyone until they have
earned it, and even then he may still keep an eye on them. He is very observant and watches others
closely.

History

Kessler was born in YE17 on Osman in a settlement just inside the borders that are today the OSO.
Having started as a small time illegal junk dealer. In late YE39,Section 6 reached out to Kessler, offering a
steady supply of stock, money, a ship, and land rights. In return he would be an underground operative,
supplying info, data, access to rare finds, and as a third party advocate in the underworld.

Skills Learned

Rogue

Kessler is a sneaky fellow and is apt at getting around undetected.

Mechanic

With a history as a junk dealer, illegal salvager, and hand with a wrench knows his way around anything
that can be built, or stripped.

Firearms

Kessler is efficient with small arms.

Fighting

As part of the job, Kessler was taught how to fight by the commander of SABER.

Neural tech

Kessler has received a Geist neural implant.
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Social Connections

Kessler Ryzka is connected to:

Jack Pine - employer
Ceilia Dee-Cerulius (Ryzka) - sister
Harrison 'Wyvrin' Dee - brother in law
Seraphina Cerulius - mother in law
Talih Petram - future mother in law?
Nall'Tis "Harmony" Hulut Llamnel. - sweetheart

Inventory & Finance

Kessler Ryzka has the following:

Personal gear

5 muscle shirts various colors
5 cargo pants various colors.
1 leather jacket, black.
2 dusters with horizontal buckle straps, black.
3 blue jeans.
3 boots, work boots, combats, heavy reinforced combats with armored dual studded toes and
ankles.
assorted T-Shirts
tactical strap rigging harness, mag pouches,holsters, Fanny storage pouch.
waist cross strap belt with holsters and utilities pockets.
2 Talon TSP, 8 extra mags, black finish with red glow sights.
1 Styrling Tactical Assault Rifle, 8 extra mags, black finish with printed emblem(black skull with a
red six on the forehead).
1 Galactic Six Munition Fabricating Compact Assault Rifle
1 Geist neural implant
ISS Brimstone
Brimstone Stock

Issued/gifted gear

1 BW-MWS2 "Harbinger" with all exchangeable parts, 8 extra mags.
1 BW-P2 "Wraith", 8 extra mags
1 Galactic Six Munition Fabricating Compact Assault Rifle
1 Revenant PA, all black, red visor.
1 BW-PAK Phantasm Armor Kit
1 DR1 motorcycle
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Currency
KS 25,000
DA 50,000
DS 500,000

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 01, 10 2018 at 17:50.

In the case jack_pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Kessler Ryzka
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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